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I love it when they pop their top!
Pocket Monsters
Dude, are you alright?

Ugh, no. Those Peanuts taste funny!

By: Gillian McClanahan

Insta.: @tertain
DONKEY OF DOOM

BASED ON A TRUE STORY...
PUBLIC PARKING

Monster No Park here

why monster no park here?

monster not think like brochure

Do not trust monster pay more

$3
Have you found the target?  

Well Chief...

This thing...

Doesn't scream Biological Nightmare as we were told...

You sure?  

Uhhh

Yeah  

The call was just a Prank so...

BAM  

BAM  

BAM  

GAAAAAHH
The "Monster Lisa"
4th AND NO!!

What's that?

That my friend is the 4th Wall... ALL... ALL... ALL!!

Nice Echo Effect.

I hear there are MONSTERS on the other side.

Oh yeah? Let's take a look.

AHHH! No! No!

They are... HIDEOUS!

Nikton
FRED... THAT LITTLE GIRL JUST SAID I WAS A... MONSTER!

I MEAN... I'M PRETTY NORMAL!

DON'T LET IT GET TO YOU... HAPPENS TO ME ALL THE TIME.

EVER SINCE YOU STARTED GROWING OUT OF MY RIGHT SHOULDER... KIDS GET SCARED... FUNNY, HUH?
I did it.
I was scared.

It was still a scream.

You’ve got to try again.

But no one ever screams.

Maybe I did quit.

Maybe, but how does it feel to me?
Monsters?